Tentative SGA Resolution 7-15-F

A Resolution to Cut Down on Parking Lot Designation Confusion

Whereas: Parking on campus is designated for three individual zones.

Whereas: There is limited parking on campus for students and faculty and staff.

Whereas: The entrance from Old Main Circle to Shardt Lot is designated Red on one side and White on the opposite side

Whereas: One side of Shardt Lot is zoned white for Cope Administration parking.

Whereas: The Cope Administration Building has an East and West Parking Lot designated White across the street (Old Main Circle)

Whereas: Complete conversion of both sides of Shardt lot to a red zone only, diminishes confusion.

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 78TH CONGRESS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY THAT:

Section 1: MTSU Parking is to convert the entrance of Shardt Lot from Old Main Circle parking to either all red or all white

Section 3: This resolution will go into effect immediately upon favorable passage.
Sponsor: Senator Nick Lembo